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ABSTRACT: The Automatic Timetable Generator for Teachers is a software solution designed to streamline the 

complex process of scheduling classes and managing teacher timetables in educational institutions. Traditional manual 

methods of timetable creation often result in inefficiencies, errors, and suboptimal resource allocation. In implementation 

results we are utilizing resource scheduling to decrease the difficulties of producing timetables. Our proposed method 

integrates a numeral of approach, intended to advance the cooperativeness of the explore operation. The time table does 

not overlap with their other schedules and these timetables are efficiently utilized by faculty. In this work, we develop 

the application of time tables which can automatically generate time tables according to faculties' available time slots. 

This system provides benefits to the faculty and they do not need to worry about time clashes; humans do not need to 

perform permutation and combination and they can concentrate on other activities rather than wasting time by generating 

Time- Table. This system gives an efficient time table generated according to professional college requirements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic Timetable Generator is a personal home page primarily based on totally software program used to generate 

timetables routinely. Currently, the timetable is controlled manually. It will assist in manipulating all the durations 

routinely and will also be useful for schools to get the timetable of their telecall smartphone through the usage of utility. 

Fully computerized installer Quick Slots comes with a computerized installer, which means that the administrator simply 

has to run the installer and no longer ought to investigate Any Part Of The Source Code At All. One-click on general 

machine backup and repair: Backup and repair settings and databases, even throughout one-of-a-kind servers, simply 

with an unmarried click. Generate ready-to-print timetable photo snapshots. 

Authenticated customers can without problems control timetables with the assistance of the intuitive GUI and 

commands that accompany them. Timetables may be frozen via means of a dean at any time whilst a finalized timetable 

is needed. It may be used in case you need to keep away from any unintentional adjustments to the timetable as soon as 

finalized. A frozen timetable can't be edited unless a dean chooses to de-freeze it. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In "Dipti Srinivasan Tian Hou Seow Jian Xin Xu" communicated that an perfect timetable which fulfills all the 

requirements has ended up a inciting errand for instructive foundations to overcome. This paper presents a transformative 

calculation called Developmental Calculation (EA) based way to bargain with energetically compelled timetabling issue. 

The approach employments a issue particular chromosome representation. Heuristics and setting- based considering have 

been utilized to create a timetable which fulfills the more prominent portion of the prerequisites and can make the 

timetable in feasible time. An shrewdly versatile transformation strategy has been utilized to surge the process of era of 

timetable. However, this system closes up being severely orchestrated to actualize since it considers about entirety college 

issue and transformative calculationAntariksha Bhaduri "Timetable Planning utilizing Hereditary Manufactured Safe 

Organize" [2] in their article proposed that Planning is one among the noteworthy endeavors experienced in certifiable 

circumstances. There are various spots where there is a necessity for arranging the timetable, comparative to personal 

planning, generation planning, instruction timetable planning etc. Instructive timetable booking is a troublesome 

undertaking as a result of the various necessities that are ought to have been satisfied so as to get a doable course of 

action. Instructive timetable booking issue is comprehended to be NP Difficult. Hence, transformative frameworks are 

wont to take care of the timetable booking issue. Innate Calculations, Evolutionary Calculations and so on have been 

utilized with mixed accomplishment. Right presently, have overviewed the issue of teacher timetable arranging and 

comprehending it with Hereditary Calculation. We have furthermore unraveled the issue with a mimetic half and half 

calculation, Hereditary Counterfeit Safe Arrange (Pick up) and look at the result quickly got from GA. Comes about 

appear that Pick up is in a circumstance to win in the perfect achievable course of action speedier than that of GA. Mei 

Rui, right presently, ponder and hence the rundown of the generally issues, a logical demonstrate for the course timetable 

system is proposed. At an indistinguishable time, utilizing the case affirmation development in AI, centering on this 
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numerical show a substitution college course timetable system setup program is proposed and figured it out. This program 

not only can well clarify the insufficiencies of the predominant course timetable system, but on the other hand is essential 

and straightforward to work, has strong flexibility. [1] 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

    A plan strategy is a deliberate approach to making a arrange by applying a set of strategies and directing rule. We have 

taken after these techniques. Add up to prerequisite of the framework counting the surrounding of timetable technique 

ought to be concerned A database ought to be shaped. As for each rules taken for the reason of keeping up the records. 

Record all conceivable scenarios and at that point up and coming with flow-charts to handle the situation. The conspire 

ought to be carefully tried by running all the test cases composed for the framework. Firstly we ought to do timetables 

for to begin with year classes so by entering points of interest of to begin with year timetables of all segment. Examined 

the subtle elements like staff, subjects, area into the database. Recover the to begin with year timetable timeslots and 

relegate the timeslots to the particular workforce. Recover the subjects apportioned for to begin with year staff and begin 

sifting their subjects in the timetable. The staff who handles the hypothesis classes will be designated for instructional 

exercise and related lab. All resources ought to get four hours of classes in the day session depending on the subject 

designated. The workload distributed for teacher, relate teacher, and collaborator teacher have to be taken after. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Architecture 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig 2: Home Pagee 

                             

 

 

                                           Fig 3:  Registration                                                            Fig 4: Login 

                                           Fig 5:  Add Subjects                                                            Fig 6 :Add Labs 
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                            Fig 7:  Semester Wise time Table                                                            Fig 8 :View Facalties 

 

 

Fig 9:  Generated Time Table 

 

Fig 10:  Download Time Table 
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Fig 11:  View Time Table 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 In this application, we have successfully created a system to generate time tables for teachers. This is developed in a 

user friendly environment using Flask via Python programming. The admin is like a dean of a college where he/she can 

assign subjects and labs to each class. The admin is also able to generate timetable from scratch and store it in the 

database. The user, on other hand represents a faculty or a teacher who needs to register can is allowed to view his/her 

own profile and weekly timetable. The faculty can only view their own time table whereas the admin can view details 

about all the users. This system minimizes the time and effort needed to develop a timetable. 
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